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1, INTRODUCTION 
We consider here parameter estimation problems of the least squares type 
in which the model 
n(t) = g(t, x(t), B) U-1) 
is fitted to observations di at times ti by choosing the parameters x(0) E RQ 
and /L? E R" so that 
gI l3tJ - W Wi> - 41 (1.2) 
is minimized. 
Bellman and Kalaba and their colleagues have devised an iterative method 
based on quasilinearization to determine the missing parameters x(O), 
fl [2, 3, 41. The resultant algorithm is related, but not equivalent to quasi- 
linearization algorithms for initial or boundary value problems. It has been 
extensively employed in engineering and the biological sciences [I, 3,4,7, lo]. 
Several authors have asserted that the quasilinearization algorithm, when 
applied to parameter estimation problems, is quadratically convergent if 
convergent at all [3,4]. Such statements are made plausible, but are not (as we 
shall see) rigorously justified by the similarity of quasilinearization to an 
abstract Newton’s method. Our aim in this note is to establish the convergence 
properties of the quasilinearization algorithm for parameter estimation. 
In Section 2 we recast the basic problem in a form suitable for our later 
work. We develop the algorithm of Bellman and Kalaba in Section 3 and then 
reformulate it in an appropriate function space setting in Section 4, showing 
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it equivalent to an iteration of the type .@+I = G(x’“). W’e are then ready to 
use the local theory of [6, S] to obtain convergence and convergence rate 
theorems. Specifically, we show in Section 5 that the method is convergent 
when started sufficiently close to a fixed point X* of G, provided the error 
criterion (1.2) is zero (Theorem 5.1) or satisfies a “smallness” condition 
(Theorem 5.2) at the solution. An example is given to demonstrate that the 
algorithm may, however, diverge when started arbitrarily close to a fixed 
point x*, even though the error criterion (1.2) is “small” at the solution. 
Finally, in Section 6 we show by example that the algorithm can be only 
linearly convergent but is quadratically convergent if (1.2) is zero at the 
solution (Theorem 6.1). 
Our theorems establish the qualitative behavior of the quasilinearization 
algorithm in the vicinity of fixed points of the algorithm. Indeed, they show 
that it possesses convergence properties similar to those of the Gauss- 
Newton method [8, p. 3201. 
2. THE PARAMETER ESTIMATION PROBLEM 
We consider systems governed by 
n(t) = .m, x(t)), (2.1) 
CC(~) E P, 0 < t < T. We are given observations di E R*, times t, in [0, T], 
and matrices Pi such that di w P,x(t,), i = l,..., m, for some solution x(t) 
of (2.1). The problem is then to choose initial conditions x(0) = x,, so that 
the error criterion 
J(xo) = + -f 1 Pia& , x,,) - di I2 
i=l 
(2.2) 
is minimized, where 1 * 1 is the Euclidean norm in Rg. 
The problem of Section 1 is included in the above formulation. We let 
x” = (x, /3), f(t, 2) = (g(t, X, p), 0), n = 4 + p, and Pi = (Ig, 2) where IQ 
is the 4 x 4 identity matrix and 2 is a Q x p matrix of zeros. Since 4 = 0, 
/3(t) = &, . The criterion (2.2) is then equivalent to (1.2). 
A slight modification to our problem can be made to permit some of the 
components of x(0) to be known and the remainder to be unspecified. We do 
not pursue this except for one example. 
3. THE QUASILINEARIZATION ALGORITHM 
The approach of [2, 3, 41 yields an iterative procedure for finding x,,* and 
the corresponding solution n*(t) = x(t, x0*) of (2.1) such that (2.2) is 
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minimized. At the start of the K-th iteration, one has an estimate x”(t) of 
x*(t). Assuming thatf, exists and thatf,fZ are continuous, one linearizes (2.1) 
about xk: and requires ~~+l(t) to satisfy 
9+1(t) =f& x”(t)) (x”+*(t) - XL(t)) + f(t, S(t)). (3.1) 
The vector of initial conditions, x k+l(0), is required to be a critical point of the 
modified error criterion 
JJ”(Rkfl(O)) = * f 1 Pix~+l(t,) - dj 12. 
i=l 
That is, one chooses xkfl(0) so that 
(a/axQ+yo)) J&k+l(O)) = 0. (3.2) 
Let @)a denote the solution on [0, T] of 
Then 
h(t) = f&, xv)> @k(t), @k(O) = In . (3.3) 




xkfl(t) = q”(t) @“+1(o) - S(O)) + &&), (3.4) 
Now (3.2) is equivalent to 
f (6 
i=l 
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We can now precisely define the quasilinearization algorithm for solving 
our parameter estimation problem. 
ALGORITHM 3.1. Step 1. Select a function X”(t), continuous on [0, T]. 
Step 2. Set k = 0. 
Step 3. CalcuZate ok(t) and &(t) from (3.3) and (3.5) for 0 < t < T. 
Step 4. If the coejicient matrix in (3.6) is nonsingular, go to Step 5; 
otherwise terminate the algorithm. 
Step 5. Solwe (3.6) for xk+l(0) and caZcuZate x”+l(t) from (3.4) for 
O<t<T. 
Step 6. Replace k by k + 1 andgo to Step 3. 
Remark 3.1. We note that if xkfl can be calculated by the above algo- 
rithm, then (3.6) is both necessary and sufficient for xk+r(0) to minimize 
Jk(x”+l(0)). This is evident because 
Hessian Jk = f (PiOk(ti))T (PiQp,(ti)) > 0 
i=l 
and x’“+l(O) is calculated iff this matrix is nonsingular, hence positive definite. 
In [2] Bellman and Kalaba have applied quasilinearization to initial and 
boundary value problems for differential equations. The resultant iterative 
procedures are equivalent to an abstract Newton’s method, as is well known. 
However, Algorithm 3.1 differs from these forms of quasilinearization due to 
the unknown initial conditions x0* and the resulting determination of x~+‘(O) 
at each iteration by solving (3.6). In fact, we shall show that the choice of (3.6) 
to specify xk+l(0) gives Algorithm 3.1 convergence properties unlike those 
of Newton’s method. 
4. ABSTRACT FORMULATION OF THE ALGORITHM 
We equip the finite dimensional spaces Rk with the Euclidean norm, 
1 . 1 . The space V of continuous functions on [0, T] to Rn is assigned the 
supremum norm 11 *I] . If X and Y are Banach spaces, we denote the linear 
space of bounded linear operators on X to Y by 9(X, Y), or merely 64(X) 
if X = Y. We assume that a definite norm is given on the abstract Banach 
spaces which arise and use 1 . 1 to denote this norm, as well as the induced 
norm on =9(X, Y). We write s(x, r) for the closed ball about x of radius r. 
By derivative (differentiable) we mean Frechet derivative (Frechet differen- 
tiable). 
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Our goal here is to put the quasilinearization algorithm of Section 3 into 
the standard iterative form, xk+l = G(x”), by defining an appropriate function 
G. We first introduce the function F: g --f +? defined by 
[F(x)] (t) = x(t) - l;f(s, x(s)) ds. (4.1) 
We assume that the function f: [0, T] x Rfl ---f R” is differentiable with 
respect to x and that f, fz are continuous in t, x. 
LEMMA 4.1. F is continuously differentiable with 
[F’(x) hl (t) = h(t) - j. t fib, x(s)) 4s) ds 
0 
(4.2) 
for h E V. Moreover, F’(x) has a bounded inverse for all x E V. If f is twice 
dzJ%rentiable with respect o x and fzz is continuous on [0, T] x Rn, then F is 
twice continuously d@erentiable with 
[F”(x) hkl (4 = - j’fz&, *z’(s)) h(s) 4) ds (4.3) 
0 
for h, k E %?. 
Proof. Let h E V with I] h ]I < 6. By the mean value theorem and uniform 
continuity of fz on compact subsets, 
IIF@ + h) -F(x) - 4.) + j’ f&, x(s)) h(s) ds Ij 
0 
< T sup{I f (t, x(t) + h(t)) - f (t, x(t)) - fz(t, x(t)) h(t)l: 0 d t G TJ 
< T sup{lf&, x(t) + sh(t)) -fz(t, x(t))l: 0 < t < T, 0 < s < 11 II h II 
= 4I h II) 
as /I h II -+ 0. Hence F’ exists and is given by (4.2). Continuity of F’ follows 
from uniform continuity off%: 
I I;‘@ + Y) - F’(x)1 < T sup{1 fz(t, x(t) + r(t)) - f& x(t))l: 0 B t < Tl 
-+O 
as llyII+O. 
We note thatF’(x) is the sum of a Volterra integral operator with continuous 
kernelf,(s, x(s)) and the identity operator. The Volterra operator has spectrum 
(0) [ll, p. 2641, so by the spectral mapping theorem the spectrum of F’(x) 
is {l}. Hence F’(x) has a bounded inverse. 
409/42/I-7 
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Arguments analogous to those above yield the assertions about F”, com- 
pleting the proof. 
We note now that for xk E PZ equation (3.1) is equivalent to 
xk’fl(t) - j:i&, Xk(s)) (Xk++) - Xk@)) ds = j,$, X’(s)) ds + x”+‘(O) 
or 
F’(x”) (xh+l - x”) = -F(P) + xk+l(O). 
The introduction of several additional functions is suggested by the form of 
equation (3.6), the determining equation for x”+l(O). 
For any x E %‘, we let CD(=) denote the 71 x 71 matrix solution on [0, T] of 
m = f$, x(t)) @(a Q(O) = I, . (4.4) 
We define the map x 4 &,, of ‘? into %5 by 
5(,,(t) = Q(,,(~) I.v(~) + j: ~72k) [fb x(s)) -hh x(s)) x(s)~ ds/ y (4.5) 
the function M: V --f Z(P) by 
M(X) = f [Pi@(d(ti)lT Pi@h)(ti)9 (4.6) 
i=l 
and the function H: ‘8 ---f R” by 
H(x) = 1 [~i%&>l= [~i5,,,k) - 41. 
i=l 
(4.7) 
If M(&) is nonsingular, it is now clear that (3.1) and (3.6) are equivalent to 
F’(x”) (.@+l - x”) = - F(x”) + x”(O) - M(.@)-l H(xk). 
But by Lemma 4.1 this is equivalent to 
xkfl = G(xk), 
where the function G is defined on {x E 27: M(x) is nonsingular} by 
G(x) = x - F’(x)-l [F(x) - x(0) + M(x)-’ H(x)]. (4.8) 
We are thus led to define the following iterative process. 
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ALGORITHM 4.1. Step 1. Select .@ E g and set k = 0. 
Step 2. If M(x”) is nonsingular, go to Step 3; otherwise terminate the 
algorithm. 
Step 3. Set xk+l = G(xk), replace k by k + 1, and go to Step 2. 
THEOREM 4.1. For a given x0 E %‘, Algorithms 3.1 and 4.1 generate the 
same set of iterates; that is, the algorithms are equivalent. 
Proof. Suppose the algorithms have produced the same iterates xr for 
1 = o,..., k. If M(x”) is nonsingular, then each generates the same xk+l in 
view of the above discussion. But M(x”) is the coefficient matrix in (3.6) so 
Algorithm 3.1 terminates iff Algorithm 4.1 does. 
5. CONVERGENCE THEOREMS 
Assuming that J has a critical point x*(O), we shall obtain conditions under 
which Algorithm 4.1 converges locally, i.e., when started close to x*. We 
first establish several lemmas. 
LEMMA 5.1. If the solution x(t) = x(t, x0) of (2.1) exists on [0, T] for some 
x,, E Rn, then grad J(q,) exists, &,) = x, and H(x) = grad J(xo). 
Proof. By [5, p. 211, x(t, x0) is differentiable with respect to x0 on [0, T] 
and ax(t, jc,)/ax,, satisfies (4.4). Thus it is identical with @fI) . J is, therefore, 
differentiable and 
grad J(xo) = 5 (Pi@czdW (P&) - 4). 
i=l 
The definition of L&(t) shows that <cZ.(t) exists and satisfies 
%c&) = f&P x(t)> 5dt) + f (c x(t)) - fA4 w .$t), 
rdo) = *o * 
Thus y(t) = x(t) - &(t) satisfies 
9(t) = f&Y 4tN r(t>, Y(O) = 0 
and so x(t) = &j(t) on [0, T]. The definition of H yields 
H(x) = grad 1(x0). 
LEMMA 5.2. x* in (x E V: M(x) is nonsingular} is a fixed point of G z# x* 
is a solution of (2.1) on [0, T] and x*(O) is a critical point of J. 
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Proof. If G(x*) == J*, then F(.r*) = x*(O) ~.- Jl(.v*)-r H(x*). Evaluating 
at t = 0, we obtain N(x*) = 0. Hence F(x*) =: x*(O) or x* is a solution of 
(2.1) on [0, T]. By Lemma 5. I, x*(O) . is a critical point of J. The converse 
follows from Lemma 5.1. 
LEMMA 5.3. The mappings x--t Q., , .Y - @;S:, , and .x--t &,, map 
bounded sets irzto bounded sets and are continuous. 
Proof. Let B > 0 and 
sup{lf (t, 4 , If& z)l: s E R”, O<t<T,lzl <B)=M<aL 
Then for x E % with /j x /j < B, 
and by [5, p. 321 we have 
Now @$, satisfies the differential equation 
WW @G:(t) = - @G%t)fz(t, 49 
so that 1 Q;,:(t)1 ,< eMT also. It follows easily that x + &,j maps bounded 
sets into bounded sets. 
Let M’ = max(M, ezcfT}. For E > 0 choose 6 > 0 such that 
wheneverjz-zu <&O<t<T,andIsI,iwI <B.Letx,yE% with 
II x II + II y II < & II Y II < 6. Then 
I 4,+,,(t) - &&>I G I f&t x(t) + YWI I Q+z+dW - @(&)I 
+ If& 40 +rm -f&9 4m I %@)I 
< M’ I @(2+&) - @+&)I -t d!f’. 
Hence 
1 @(x+v)(t) - @c&t)! < exp(M’t) 1’ exp(- M’s) l M’ds ,< l [exp(M’T) - I] 
0 
so that x -+ @G) is continuous. The same reasoning shows that x -+ @;l, 
is also continuous. Continuity of x -+ &,, now follows from its definition. 
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LEMMA 5.4. Let X, Y, Z be Bunach spaces and suppose the map x + A(x) 
of X into 9( Y, Z) is continuous at x0 . If A(x,) has a bounded inverse, then 
A(x) has a bounded inverse for all x in S = s(x, , 6) for some 6 > 0. Aloreow, 
sup{1 A(x)-r I: x E S} < 00 and the map x ---f .4(x)-l is continuous at x,, . 
Proof. Let B = 1 A(x,)-l 1 , let 0 < E < 1/(2B), and choose S > 0 such 
that 1 A(x,) - A(x)\ < E for x E S. Then by Banach’s theorem [ll, p. 1641, 
A(x) has a bounded inverse on S with 
1 A(x)-’ I < B/(1 - B I A@,) - A(x)]) < 2B. 
Continuity of x,, + A(x,)-l follows from 
1 A(x)-l - A(x,)-l I < I ;4(x)-l 1 . 1 A(xo) - A(x)\ . 1 A(x,,)-l I < 2B%. 
LEMMA 5.5. Suppose M is nonsingular at some point x0. Then there exists 
6 > 0 such that G is well defined for x in s(xO, 6). 
Proof. By hypothesis M(xO) has a bounded inverse. From Lemma 5.3 
and the definition of M, x + M(x) is continuous. Hence Lemma 5.4 ensures 
the existence of a 6 > 0 such that M(x) has a (uniformly) bounded inverse on 
(/ x - x0 /) < 6. Since F’(x)-l always exists and is bounded, we see that G 
is well defined for 11 x - x0 11 < 6. 
DEFINITION [B, p. 2991. Let X be a Banach space and let G: D C X --+ X. 
Then x* is a point of attraction of the iteration xk+l = G(xk) if there is an 
open neighborhood 5’ C D of x* such that for any x0 in S, the iterates {x”} 
lie in D and converge to x*. The same terminology applies to Algorithms 
3.1 and 4.1. 
We now prove a local convergence theorem for the quasilinearization 
algorithm. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let f be dz@rentiable in x with f and fi continuous on 
[0, T] x Rn. Suppose there is x0* E R” such that J(xo*) = 0 and let 
x*(t) = x(t, x0*). If M(x*) is nonsingular, then x* is a point of attraction of the 
quasilinearization Algorithm 3. I (or equivalently 4.1). 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we take x* = 0 (this can always be 
accomplished by the change of variable y(t) = x(t) - x*(t)). Then, since 
J(xo*) = J(O) = 0, we must also have di = 0. 
Using Lemmas 5.4 and 5.5, we choose a 6 > 0 and a ball 
D = {x E V: I/ x (I < S} 
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on which G is well defined and for which 
sup{ / F’(x)-1 / , / M(.X-1 / : X E u> < K 
We restrict our attention to D. 
Since J is minimum at .q,*, we have from Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 that 
grad J(0) = H(0) = 0 and G(0) = 0. We show that G’(0) exists and 
G’(0) = 0. Using uniform continuity off, fr on compact sets and continuity 
of M, for E > 0 we choose 0 < 7 < 6 such that if x E ‘Z and (( x 11 < 77 then 
sup{1 f&, x(t)) -f&, O)l , /M(x) - M(O)l: 0 < t< 2”) <6 
and 
sup{I f (f, x(t)) - f (4 0) -f& x(t)) x(t): 0 d t d q < c II x II * 
By Lemma 5.3, we take 
sup{1 P&,)(t)/ , / @$(t)l: 0 < t < T, I/ x I/ < 6, i = I,..., m} = B < cc. 
For II x 11 < 17 we thus have 
1 H(x) - H(0) - M(0) x(O)] 
111 
= j 2 (~i%(#- )w+z)(ti) 40) 
i-l 
+ pj~(,,(tj) j:’ QT~~) [fb x(s)) -fh 44) x(s~~ ds/- ~(0) 40) 1 
< I M(x) - M(O)1 * I x(O)1 + B3mTsup{lf 0, W -f (4 0) -fz(4 0) 4t)l 
+ If& 0) -fdt, 40 I +)I: 0 G t G T.I 
< ~(1 + 2B3mT) II x II . 
Hence H is differentiable at 0 with H’(O)% = M(O) x(O). Since x-F’(x) 
is continuous, 
II G(x) - W)ll = II GWll 
< (1 F’(x)-l {F’(Y) x - F(x) - M(x)-l [H(x) - M(x) x(O)])ll 
d K{llF(x) -F(O) -F’(O) x II -t- II[F’(O) - W4l A” II> 
+ K2{ IH(x) - JW-J) @)I + I JWU - W$I I 48) 
= o(ll x II) 
as )I x Ij --f 0. Hence G’(0) = 0. 
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By Ostrowski’s theorem [6; 8, p. 3001, there is an open neighborhood S of 
x* such that for x0 in S the iterates x k+l = G(&), remain in D and converge 
to x*. This completes the proof. 
Our next goal is to establish sufficient conditions for convergence without 
assuming that J(xO*) = 0. We need the additional hypothesis that f is twice 
differentiable in x andf,, is continuous on [0, T] x R”. 
The following lemma is useful here and in Section 6. 
LEMMA 5.6. The mapping x --f @cd is continuously d#erentiable and 
Proof. Define the map x--f !Pc,, by letting (Yc,,h) (t) be the right hand 
side of (5.1). Fix x E $9 and let B, E > 0 be given. We choose M such that 
supUf&, 44 + 4t>>l , I %(t)l: 0 d t d T, z E %, WI < M 
and 
II Y,zP II G M II z II for all z E 9. 
We note that for given z E %, (Y(zjx) (t) is i d ff erentiable in t and satisfies a 
linear differential equation with (Yu,,,z) (0) = 0. Let 
4) = @(r+z@) - %dt) - (Y(d4 (0. 
Then for z E S(x, B) 
I dOI G I f&9 40 + 40) 40 
+ I[f& w + 49) -fdt, x(t)) -f& x(t)) 4t)l %Wl 
+ I[f& 4t) + w -f& WI (Ifld4 (9 
d M I 4Ql + E II z II fif + EM II .z II 
for 11 z 11 sufficiently small (say less than 6 > 0) by uniform continuity of 
f, fz , fzz . Since w(0) = 0, a theorem on differential inequalities [5, p. 321 
yields 
I 4l < Wm - 1) II z II 
for I] XII < 6. Thus @(,J is differentiable and (5.1) holds. From (5.1) 
x -+ (d/dx) @(%I = Y,,, is clearly continuous. 
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We define the function Q: ‘G - Y(R”) by 
for all z, w E R”, 0 < t < T. 
LEMMA 5.7. If the solution x(t) = x(t, x,,) of (2.1) exists on [0, T] for some 
x0 in R”, then Hessian 1(x0) exists and 
Hess J(.x,,) = M(x) + Q(x). 
Proof. By [5] and Lemma 5.1, x(t, x,-J has a continuous second derivative 
with respect to x0 and y(t) = Sx(t, x,)/axO* satisfies 
j(t) x -=fa!k x(t)) y(t) z + f& x(t)) @(d(t) z%,(t), 
Y(O) = 0 
for all 2 in A*. In view of (5.1), we have Px(t, x~)/~x,~ = (vl,,,@,,,) (t). By 
Lemma 5.1, <(,j = x. A computation thus yields 
J”(xJ zw = w=M(x) z + f [Pi~2~(ti)~~~ozzw]T [P,x(tJ - dj] 
i=l 
= wT[M(x) + Q(x)] z
for all z, w in Rn. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let f be twice d#erentiable in x with f, fz , fz, continuous 
on [0, T] x R”. Suppose that x0* is a critical point of ] and that M(x*) is 
nonsingular for x*(t) = x(t, x0*). If the spectral radius of M(x*)-lQ(x*) is 
less than one, then x* is a point of attraction of the quasilinearization algorithm 
3.1 (or 4.1) and J has a local minimum at x0*. 
Proof. Let ei = P,x*(t,) - di . We again take x* = 0, but here we need 
not have ei - 0. By Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2, H(0) = 0, G(0) = 5~~) = 0. As in 
Theorem 5.1, we shall show that G is differentiable at 0 and that G’(0) has 
spectral radius less than one. 
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We denote @c,,) by @* and the derivative of @o at 0 by Y, . Then 
j H(x) - H(0) - M(O) X(O) - it [pi(y*x) CtJIT ei j 
The proof of Theorem 5.1 showed that the first two terms above are o(l] x I]) 
as 11 x j] -+ 0, and the last term is clearly o(ll x 11) by Lemma 5.6. Thus H is 
differentiable at 0. 
Proceeding as in Theorem 5.1, we can easily show that G is differentiable 
at 0 with 
G’(0) x = - F’(O)-l M(O)-1 [H’(O) x - M(0) x(O)] 
= - F’(O)-l M(O)-1 f [P,(Y,x) (tJr e, . 
i-1 
But for c E Rn, it follows immediately from (4.2) that 
(F’(O)-1 c) (t) = a*(t) c. 
Hence 
G’(0) x = - cDJVI(O)-~ f [P,(W,x) (ti)lT ei . 
i=l 
We note that Range[G’(O)] C (@,z: z E Rn}. Thus G’(0) is a compact 
operator and its spectrum, al , consists only of zero and the point spectrum 
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(i.e., eigenvalues) [Ill. Let X and v be an eigenvalue and corresponding 
eigenvector of - M(O)-lQ(O). Then @,e, # 0 and 
G’(0) @,a = - @Jil(0)-l t [P,(Y$,v) (tJ]* ei 
i=l 
== - @.+M(0)-lQ(O) c = h@,r, 
which implies that X E a, . If there is some h # 0 in ui , its eigenvector must 
be in Range[G’(O)] and therefore has the form @,w for some nonzero v E Rn. 
From the above equations X is also in the spectrum ~a of - M(O)-lQ(0). 
Hence u1 = (0) u ua and so G’(0) and M(O)-l Q(0) have the same spectral 
radius. Ostrowski’s theorem ensures that x* = 0 is a point of attraction of 
Algorithm 3.1. 
Since M(O)-1 Q(0) . is s y mmetric, the spectral mapping theorem guarantees 
that the spectrum of I,& + M(O)-lQ(0) . is a subset of the real interval (0, 2). 
By Lemma 5.7, the symmetric matrix Hess J(0) satisfies 
Hess J(O) = M(0) + Q(0) = M(0) [IrL + M(O)-lQ(O)]. 
Thus it is the product of positive definite matrices and so is positive definite. 
Hence / has a local minimum at x0* = 0. 
Remark 5.1. Since M(x*)-l Q(x*) is a symmetric matrix and since we are 
using the norm on Z(P) in d uced by the Euclidean norm, the condition of 
Theorem 5.2 becomes 
1 nl(x*)-‘Q(x*)[ = 1 M(x*)-1 g [P,(Y*@*) (tJ* [Pp”(t,) - dJ / < 1. 
(5.2) 
For a fixed x*, therefore, the convergence properties of Algorithm 4.1 are 
determined by the errors in the observations, Pix*(t,) - di . In fact, if 
then (5.2) holds and x* is a point of attraction of Algorithm 4.1. 
Remark 5.2. In Theorem 5.2 we found that G’(x*) is not necessarily 
zero, but that x* can nonetheless be a point of attraction of Algorithm 4. I. 
The theorem gives us qualitative information but does not provide a com- 
putable convergence criterion. We are, however, in a position to give suf- 
ficient conditions, which depend on the initial guess x0 and the local behavior 
off, guaranteeing the existence of a fixed point x* of G in a neighborhood of 
x0 and convergence of the quasilinearization algorithm to x*. A number of 
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such sufficient conditions are available [8, pp. 401, 411, 425; 91 for iterative 
processes of the form 
$+l = .2*6 - &y&y. 
But Algorithm 4.1 is based on an iteration of this type with 
A(x) = M(x)F’(x), F(x) =: M(x) [F(x) - x(O)] + H(x). 
Thus the referenced results are directly applicable. In the interest of brevity, 
we omit further details. 
We now show that, when G/(x*) # 0, x* need not be a point of attraction 
of the quasilinearization algorithm even though J(x,,*) is “small”. 
EXAMPLE 5.1. We consider the problem of choosing the parameter t?I 
to minimize 
I(B) 1 B f [YlCtd2 + Y2(ti)21 (5.3) 
i=l 
subject to 
j = g(P) 3 (“@; + c b Y(O) = 0, (5.4) 
where K, E > 0 are known. This differs slightly from the problem previously 
treated, but by replacing %? with the subspace %a of V containing only 
functions x with x1(O) = x,(O) = 0, all the preceeding analysis immediately 
carries over. The quasilinearization procedure of Section 3 yields 
Y ‘k+l = g’(p) (p” - p> + g(p), yk+l(o) = 0 (5.5) 
g1 w@k>T W(P’c) (8”” - B”> + g(Pk)) = 0. (5.6) 
The equation for pk+r .IS independent of y andyi+’ = fik+lt, so yk converges 
iff fik converges. Hence the convergence properties of Algorithm 3.1 are 
equivalent here to those of 
p+1 = /!I” - [g’(fy g’@“)]-‘ g’@“)T g(p) Es G(p) 
which is the Gauss-Newton iteration applied to (5.3). 
The unique global minimizer for (5.3) is /I* = 0. We note that 
(5.7) 
Y*(t) = (e oy, 
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The coefficient of ,F’+l - /I” in (5.6) is M(Y~, ,F) so M(JJ*, /3*) = 7 f 0. 
However, G’(O) = - KE and thus, if Kc :- I, /I” +-+/I* (/3* L= 0 is an 
unstable equilibrium point of the difference equation (5.7)). Hence Algorithm 
3.1 is divergent when KE > 1. If KE < I, then /3* = 0 is a point of attraction 
of (5.7) but the rate of convergence is only linear (see Remark 6.1). 
6. RATE OF CONVERGENCE 
Let X be a Banach space with norm 1 . j , let G: D C S+ X, and let 
x* be a fixed point of G. We say that the iterative process xk+r = G(&) 
has convergence order at least p > 1 (or converges at least linearly, quadrati- 
cally, etc.) if there is a constant C E (0, co) such that any sequence of iterates 
(x”} which converges to X* satisfies 
1 &yP+l - x* 1 < c 1 XL - x* IP (6.1) 
for all K > k,({x”}). The same definition applies to Algorithms 3.1 and 4.1. 
Remark 6.1. In Example 5.1 above we found that the convergence 
properties of the quasilinearization Algorithm 3.1 were equivalent to those of 
the iterative process /3”+l = G(p”) of (5.7). Since G’(0) = - Kc # 0, a 
theorem of [g, pa 3011 shows that this iterative process and hence Algorithm 
3.1 converge at best only linearly when applied to the example. 
Our final goal is to show that the quasilinearization algorithm converges 
quadratically if J(x~*) = 0. W e a g ain assume that f is twice differentiable 
in x and that f, fz, fzz are continuous on [0, T] ?< Rn. 
A useful sufficient condition for quadratic convergence is the following 
simple consequence of the mean value theorem: 
LEMMA 6.1. Let X be a Banach space and let e: D C X + X. Suppose 
G(x*) = x* E int(D), G is continuously d$%rentiable in some neighborhood of 
x*, G”(x*) exists, and G’(s*) = 0. Then the iterative process xLfl = c(x”) 
converges at least quadratically at x*. 
Proof [8, p. 3041. 
We shall apply this lemma to the quasilinearization algorithm after 
establishing the continuous differentiability of G. 
LEMMA 6.2. Let X, Y, Z be Banach spaces and let x - A(x) be a map of 
X into 3(Y, Z). If A is diferentiable at x and A(x) has u bounded inverse 
A(x)-l, then A(x)--l is di&entiable ut x and for y in X 
[(di’dx) A(x)-7 y = - A(x)-l A’(x) yA(x)-? 
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Proof. A is differentiable at x, hence continuous there. So by Lemma 5.4 
there is a 8 > 0 such that 4(x + y) has a bounded inverse for 1 y ( < 6 
and such that 
Hence 
1 A(x + y)-1 - A(x)-’ + A(x)-1 A’(x) yA(x)-1 1 
= I A(x + y)-l [A(x) - A(x + y) + A’(x) Y] A(x)-’ 
+ A(x + y)-l [4x + y) - A(x)] A(x)-’ A’(x)y&y I 
d fif’o(I Y I> + M3 I A’Wl 4~ I) 
as /yI-fO. 
LEMMA 6.3. The mapping x + I& is continuously differentiable and 
Proof. Fix x in %T and let b, E > 0 be given. We denote by A the bounded 
linear operator on V to V such that Ah is the right hand side of (6.2). Choose 
M such that 
For 0 < t < T and h E s(x, b), let w(t) = <(s+h)(t) - (c,)(t) - (Ah) (t). 
From the definition of [ and Ah, we see that w is differentiable in t, w(O) = 0, 
and on 0 < t S. T 
44 = f& x(t) + h(t)) &r+h)(t) + f (t, x(t) + h(t)) 
-f&s x(t) + h(t)) k(t) + WI 
-fz(t, x(t)> 5dt) - f (t, x(t)) + f&v x(t)) x(t) -f&t, x(t)) (Ah) (t) 
- fm(t, x(t)) h(t) Km(t) - -+)I. 
Using differentiability off, fz , continuity of fi , and the above bounds, we 
thus have 
I W)l < If&, x(t) + h(t)) w(t)1 
+ I iIf& x(t) + h(t)) - f& WI IS@4 (4 - WI I 
+ I f (t, x(t) + h(t)) - f (t, x(t)) -f&t, x(t)) WI 
+ I[f& x(t) + h(t)) -f&v x(t)) - fm(t, x(t)) WI Kdt) - 4t)ll 
< M I 4l + E II h II (PM + 2 + II x II) 
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provided /I Iz I/ is sufficiently small. This differential inequality implies 
( w(t)1 < E /I h 11 (2fM + 2 + (I x II) (e? - l)/fW == o(l/ h 11) 
as 1) k Ij -+ 0. Hence &,, is differentiable and (6.2) holds. 
Continuity of the derivative follows from Lemma 5.3 and continuity off,., . 
Remark 6.2. In view of Lemmas 5.6 and 6.3, we see that M and H 
have continuous derivatives. It thus follows from Lemmas 4.1, 5.4, and 6.2 
that if M(a?) is nonsingular at a point x a, then G has a continuous derivative 
throughout some neighborhood of .v”. 
LEMMA 6.4. Let Y, Z, IV be Banach spaces. Suppose g: I--, U(Z, TV) 
is continuous at y” and It: 1’4 Z is dzflerentiable at yo. If h(yO) = 0, then 
g(y) h(y) is differentiable at y” with 
(WY) My) h(~)l,o = g(Y’) WY’)- 
Proof. For 6 in Y, 
I ch” + 8) h(y’ + 8) - g(y’) NY’) - g(y”) h’(y”) 6 I 
= I g( y” + 6) [A( y” $- 6) - h( y”) - h’( y”) 61 
+ MY0 + 6) - dYO)l h’(yO) * I 
< I g(y” + f9l4 6 I) + I g(y” + 8) - dy”)l * I Wo)l I 6 I 
= 4 6 I) 
as 1 6 1 -+ 0 by continuity of g at y”. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let f be twice di&entiable in x with f, fz , fzz continuous 
on [0, TJ x Rn. Suppose there is x0* E Rn such that J(xo*) = 0 and M(x*) is 
nonsingular where x*(t) = x(t, x0*). Then the quasilinearization Algorithm 3.1 
converges at least quadratically at x*. 
Proof. We again take s* = 0, di = 0. W e restrict attention to the region 
of attraction S of x* (see Theorem 5.1). On S, I F’(x)-l 1 and 1 M(x)-l 1 
are uniformly bounded and Algorithm 3.1 (4.1) is equivalent to xl;+l = G(xk). 
By Lemma 6.1, Theorem 5.1, and Remark 6.2, we need only show that 
G”(0) exists. 
From Lemmas 5.6, 6.3, and 6.4 with h(x) = [c,, - x, we obtain the exist- 
ence of (d2/dx2) &.) at x = 0. By Remark 6.2 and definition of H, 
ff’(x) Y z f {[P@dtJIT Pd(d/dx) CMY) (ti) + [PPc~,,)Y) (tdl’ PdUtdI 
i-l 
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where we again denote (d/djc) CD(~) by !P(,, . Using Lemmas 5.6, 6.3, and 6.4 
with &)(fJ replacing h(x), we see that H”(0) exists. 
Now by Lemma 6.2, 
G’(x)y = F’(x)-‘F”(x)yF’(x)-1 [F(x) + M(x)-’ H(x) - x(O)] 
- F’(x)-1 [M(x)-1 H’(x) y - M(x)-1 M’(x) yM(x)-1 H(x)] 
+ F’(W Y(0). 
The first group of terms is differentiable at x = 0 by Lemma 6.4 with h(x) 
replaced by F(x) + M(x)-’ H(x) - x(0). In the second group, the first term 
is clearly differentiable at x = 0, while the second term is differentiable at 
x = 0 by Lemma 6.4 with H(x) in for h(x). Finally, the last term is certainly 
differentiable. Hence, G”(0) exists and the theorem follows from Lemma 6.1. 
Note ad&d in proof. Exactly linear convergence of the quasilinearization Algorithm 
3.1 when J(x,*) # 0 was subsequently established by one of the authors. The details 
of these results may be found in [G. M. Groome, Jr., Identification of dynamical 
systems, Ph.D. thesis, Brown University, 1972 and G. M. Groome, Jr., Parameter 
estimation by quasilinearization: linear convergence, to appear]. 
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